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All Access: The Making of Thirty Extraordinary Graphic DesignersRockport Publishers, 2006

	All Access takes a "before they were stars" look at twenty-five giants in the graphic design industry by juxtaposing an edited selection of the stars' greatest hits with their "pre-fame" work. Author Stefan Bucher showcases their visual history, the first pieces that made them stars, their transitional work, and the...
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Implementing a Digital Asset Management System: For Animation, Computer Games, and Web DevelopmentFocal Press, 2005
"It's certainly a challenging read, but one that's worth spending some brain power on if you're keen to create a successful computer-based production company. Getting into such a competitive market means doing some research, and for aspiring imageers this is a great first step." - Advanced Photoshop     

       In situations...
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Digital Video: Moving Images and Computers (The Digital World)Chelsea House Publications, 2010

	With the development of easy-to-use video-editing software, inexpensive camera equipment, and a worldwide audience courtesy of the Internet, creating and watching digital video has become a popular pastime among average computer users. The growth of digital video has changed the way movies and television programs are produced and distributed...
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PowerShell and WMIManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		I am glad that Richard Siddaway decided to sit down and write a book on WMI. I have
	
		had the privilege of working with Richard over the last several years since becoming
	
		the Microsoft Scripting Guy, and I have long been impressed by his technical prowess.
	
		Whether Richard is speaking at a user group or conference or...
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Apache OFBiz CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Apache Open For Business (Apache OFBiz) is an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system that provides a common data model and an extensive set of business processes. But without proper guidance on developing performance-critical applications, it is easy to make the wrong design and technology decisions. The power and promise of Apache OFBiz...
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Level Up!: The Guide to Great Video Game DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Design and build cutting-edge video games with help from video game expert Scott Rogers!


	If you want to design and build cutting-edge video games but aren’t sure where to start, then this is the book for you. Written by leading video game expert Scott Rogers, who has designed the hits Pac Man World, Maxim vs....
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard Pocket Guide (Pocket ref / guide)O'Reilly, 2009
Whether you're new to the Mac or a longtime user, this handy book is the quickest way to get up to speed on Snow Leopard. Packed with concise information in an easy-to-read format, Mac OS X Snow Leopard Pocket Guide covers what you need to know and is an ideal resource for problem-solving on the fly. 
  
  This book goes right to the...
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Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, Tiger EditionO'Reilly, 2005
You can set your watch to it: As soon as Apple comes out with another version of Mac OS X, David Pogue hits the streets with another meticulous Missing Manual to cover it with a wealth of detail. The new Mac OS X 10.4, better known as Tiger, is faster than its predecessors, but nothing's too fast for Pogue and Mac OS X: The Missing Manual. There...
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Game Design, Second EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Game design is a highly collaborative art. Each of us who works in the industry is
a game designer, whether he knows it or not. From testers and producers to programmers,
artists, marketers, and executives, we all shape the games that pass
through our hands. The product that appears on the shelves is the sum of all our efforts....
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Motown Artist by ArtistG2 Entertainment, 2015

	In 1959 Berry Gordy Jr., a high school dropout, former boxer and record store owner, founded the Motown record label in Detroit. The company name, which played on the city's proud tradition of car manufacture, was to become synonymous with great music as Gordy took the sound of black America to the world.


	Starting with Barrett...
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Search Engine Optimization: An Hour a DaySybex, 2006
Drive Targeted Traffic to Your Website
   

   A Step-by-Step Guide   

   As bracing as a shot of espresso, Search Engine Optimization: An Hour a Day offers brisk advice, bite-sized tasks, and straightforward tools to help you significantly increase visibility for your website on all the major...
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Visual Basic 2005 Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
Visual Basic 2005 Programmer's Reference
Visual Basic 2005 adds new features to Visual Basic (VB) that make it a more powerful programming language than ever before. This combined tutorial and reference describes VB 2005 from scratch, while also offering in-depth content for more advanced developers. Whether you're looking to learn the latest...
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